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When the
rains came

Countless trees
and man-made
debris hit every
bridge

In a blow-by-blow report from Calderdale, John Lamb
looks at the gruelling aftermath of the recent ﬂoods and
what needs to be done in future

I

n early December Storm
Desmond hit, the ground was
wet and Storm Eva was forecast.
Desmond had already caused
sewage to surcharge and ﬂood
Brighouse. Reﬂecting on the 2007
ﬂoods where highways drainage
provided so many lessons, we
ensured all low-lying gullies and
highways assets were clean and clear.
For three weeks in the run-up to
Christmas we did everything possible
to make sure the highways asset was
ﬁt for purpose – contracting anyone
local with a gully wagon.
However, there is no way the
highway network can act as an
alternative to the River Calder – it
did not cope in 2012 when 4 million
tonnes of water ﬂooded the valley and
despite erstwhile efforts of highway
operations it was never going to

cope with Eva. My last message of
Christmas Eve was to Barry Collins
my cabinet member: ‘The drainage
network is a clear as possible…
ﬁngers crossed that the rivers hold –
little we can do at that point but mop
up.’ Thirty-six hours later that reality
would bite.
Calderdale’s emergency planning
ofﬁcer Derek Benn received the Met
Ofﬁce ﬂood alert on Christmas day.
As the rain came down overnight
into Boxing Day it became clear it was
going to be a severe ﬂood event.
Calderdale highways operations
manager Jonathan Cole immediately
went to police HQ to meet Derek.
During Boxing Day morning I
focused on one question: were the
ﬂoods worse than the summer
2012 ﬂash ﬂoods – a ‘ﬁxed point’
and the historical ‘high water

mark’ for Calderdale? By lunch, the
Environment Agency’s (EA) upper
valley ﬂood gauges were one metre
higher than 2012. Jonathan was
on the ground while I watched the
river levels. We both knew it was
catastrophic.
What went through my mind was
where I could provide best support –
on the ground or watching multiple
computer screens in my study? For
the critical ﬁrst 24 hours emergencies
like this are controlled by ‘blue light’
rescue teams and I knew that my
arrival would add little value.
One sour note to the ﬂooding in
Calderdale was the impact of tourists
who came to witness the ﬂoods
– rescue teams were delayed and
needed blue light escorts to pass the
trafﬁc.
As ‘lead ﬂood authority’ Calderdale
MBC would take the lead for the
subsequent days and months to
come. But ﬁre and rescue and the
police have far more uniformed
presence than the council. The

highways out-of-hours staff and a
gully emptier do not have the capacity
to deal with a main river ﬂooding two
metres up, the height of the average
ground ﬂoor ceiling, drowning
people’s homes and livelihoods.
Historical
properties
were
devastated, nine power substations
ﬂooded, no cashpoints were working
in the upper valley three weeks after
the ﬂood, the local Co-Op was ﬂooded
to the point where it had to open a
pop-up shop.
Storm Desmond had already
soaked Cumbria and most of the
Pennines. It softened us up for a killer
blow from Storm Eva.
The two worst hit areas for ﬂooded
properties were Cumbria and West
Yorkshire with 7,000 properties each;
for West Yorkshire 75% of that was in
Calderdale.
The impact at the personal level
is not just about homes; over 3,500
people could not go back to work.
There was £15m of damage to
business, £25m of damage to 
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highways, £10m for canals and £10m
for 200 failed river banks – all while
most people were having their in-laws
around for lunch.
The gurgling beauty of the Calder
became angry, ripping through homes
and at up to 30mph, weaponised with
two container lorries, a mini-bus and
countless trees that hit and scoured
every bridge between the upper valley
and the lower valley.
Calderdale is in a ravine and
historical mills and communities
grew alongside its banks – continuous
power at the heart of the industrial
revolution. This is no flood plain; it is
the incessant force of nature running
through the backbone of Britain. That
force destroyed homes, shops and
businesses in the valley floor. It was
that floor that flooded at Christmas
and the river’s next stop was the
North Sea.
Millions watched Calderdale as
we hosted the Tour de France. It
has some of the steepest inclines in
the country, creating unique beauty
across its hillsides. It is a beautiful
place to live and work, however,
when flooding hits it is not like the
coastal flooding associated with the
East of England, or the flooding that
occurred in York. Water is often under
force and at speed.
The Calder becomes a river armed
with major debris destroying homes,
taking cars and eroding anything
in its path. Unlike ever-rising water
tables in York or tidal inundation, it
requires a totally different approach.
Boxing Day was the second major
flood in three years. The risk was
that even modest rain would impact
weakened river structures while
land slips were occurring across the
borough as water ingress helped
gravity slowly move chunks of the
Pennines.
The Department for Transport’s
(DfT) Steve Berry OBE was already on
the ground. Before the water had even
gone from Yorkshire, Lancashire and
Cumbria, he was quietly assessing
the infrastructure and assets affected.
He was deeply concerned.
The DfT stepped up to the plate to
help, but I would also call on Defra
to look again at the criteria the EA
operates under: Yorkshire Water
presently prioritises drought risk, so
fills the reservoirs to the full – instead
it must retain a couple of metres of
spare reservoir capacity to soften the
impact a deluge.
A bowser or two for an occasional

Surveying the rubble and the local Co-Op
opened a pop-up shop

drought is acceptable – two major
floods in three years must be a
concern.
Equally, we need to look at uplands
land management and consider
how mother nature might have a
wider role – alongside the overdue
£20m-£30m of schemes still stuck
in technical analysis and modeling.
The EA must reconsider its
models and approach to funding –
attenuation through 5,000 flooded
properties in the upper valleys
saved Huddersfield and Wakefield
downstream.
We must manage the Calder’s
force at source through localised
flood defences and uplands
management.
Equally, the EA must think beyond
asking local councils who happen to
host the defenses to be the biggest
contributors.
Models are tools to advise policymakers. ‘Computer says no’ must
now change. This is not to denude
the EA – it was in the thick of it – but
the criteria in which it operates must
change.

I have been involved in civil
resilience personally. When you
do disaster planning, you plan for
a different range of scenarios – air
crashes, hijacks or viral outbreak.
But very few authorities, in very
few circumstances, have or would
see the sustained periods of
impact to services that Calderdale
experienced.
I look with deference to Cumbria.
Few knew that the legacy of Boxing
Day was to be three weeks of no
power, no cashpoints, portable
toilets, limited water supply and
sickness and vomiting bugs – the
upper valley had ceased to operate as
a ‘place’.
Now I now share the community’s
deep anxiety every time it rains.
Even normal rain causes the river to
wash at unprotected homes – their
defences long since destroyed by
Eva.
As always in a crisis the team
dynamic is essential. For 10 days after
Boxing Day Calderdale provided an
excellent example of teamwork and
partnership.
Merran McRae, Calderdale MBC’s
chief executive, and director Mark
Thompson provided corporate
strength to complement frontline
operations.
Then came Lt. Co. Allan Hinton
from the Royal Logistics Core, the
Environment Agency’s local experts,
the Canal & River Trust and West
Yorkshire Police all arriving at the
Ainley’s Highway Depot (the highest
point in the borough).
It was brilliant to see people
turning up at the door of the depot to
lead the response.
It was great teamworking. Equally,
there are always lessons to be learned
and Calderdale MBC’s leader Tim
Swift and deputy Cllr Barry Collins,

have already set up a member-led
commission to review the impact of
the floods.
Climate change is a fact. It is
happening now, irrespective of who
or what caused it.
We have to deal with the effects
of change quickly. We must stop
making it worse and design solutions
to nature’s might.
The 2007 floods led to the Pitt
review; however only around half
the Pitt recommendations were
implemented. Austerity and short
memories replaced Pitt. A decade on,
2012 saw floods, 2013 saw floods and
Desmond and Eva are just the start of
this season’s storms.
As every penny in frontline
operations is demanded by
contrasting priorities, it is clear
that additional capacity needs to be
established. To build spare capacity
‘just in case’ will cost each and every
council. But when needed, the sector
must look again at where to get help.
It was clear at our time of need that
the process by which the Department
for Communities and Local
Government (DCLG) sought MACA
(Military Aid to Civil Authorities) was
not smooth.
The DCLG ‘ask’ to the military
seemed slow – to be polite. We had
four separate phone calls from the
DCLG: ‘Have you thought of asking
neighbouring councils? Have you
tried B&Q?’
In various degrees of frustration
I reminded them it was a three-day
Bank Holiday, and all neighbouring
councils were at high flood risk alert.
We requested 1,000 jumbo
sandbags from the DCLG that could
be filled with a tonne of sand each.
At some point this order became
3,000 small ones, which are no use
to attenuating river flow or stopping
land slips.
The
Local
Government
Association’s David Holdstock got
on the case and from Bedfordshire
to St Helens we found the jumbo
sandbags by day five, but we still had
localised flooding.
There is scope to improve crossdepartment and local authority
working, while direct links to DfT
proved more resilient.
The
army
was
excellent
throughout; in terms of manpower,
and local reassurance. For my part,
Lt. Col. Allan Hinton was a seasoned
steady hand to provide support,
measure and context. Half a step 
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back from the fray he could see

things that frontline teams could
not – he prepared for issues that were
a couple of steps on.
In the wake of the severe winter of
2009-10, the DfT identified the need
for greater civil resilience associated
with snow, ice and strategic salt
stocks.
However, severe winter also
includes the effects of storm
damage. How many chainsaws do
local authorities have? How many
sandbags might DfT place in a
lock-up near the strategic salt stock,
or, more regionally, via combined
authorities? How much personal
protective equipment is available, how
many emergency radios and let’s not
forget those jumbo sandbags – not
just for flood protection, but in terms
of stabilisation of major landslips.
I did not have the equipment and
techniques to hand to tackle river
embankments and structures failing,
and if there had been another event
in the next 24 hours, the exposed
abutments of many structures would
have been totally unprotected from
even modest levels of rainfall.
After what seemed tens of hours we
got through to Northern Powergrid.
It was only when I saw the scale of
impact on its assets that I understood
its world was just as bad as ours.
Calderdale’s nine substations were
only a fraction of the inundated asset,
including Kirkstall, which supplied
half of West Yorkshire.
Northern Powergrid had been on
speed dial for days before Yorkshire
Water even woke up to the police
command and control and request
for help – one for ‘lessons learned’ in
coming weeks.
The emergency services were the
real front line – especially in those
crucial first few hours.
The loss of the Vodaphone network
in West Yorkshire hit hard. We also
had a fire service rescue boat capsize
with its crew, who then had to be
rescued themselves. That no-one in
Calderdale lost their life is incredible.
One of the biggest dangers for
us council workers was exhaustion.
Each officer working 18 hours a
day consistently for over two weeks
without a break is hard.
My daily alarm call was 6am.
I had coffee, checked emails, arranged
conference calls and was in the car
receiving situation reports from my
out of hours officers.
At 8am daily I would meet with

One thousand jumbo sandbags that
could be filled with a tonne of sand
were requested from the DCLG

Derek, the emergency planner, and
make sure we had the necessary skills
in the room for the formal 08:30
emergency conference and dial in at
the depot.
For the next 12 hours my depot
was a revolving door of army, police,
fire and rescue. One of us would
meet with the Strategic Coordination
Group (SCG) that was multi-agency
and led by the police. A nightly
car phone call to Cllr Barry Collins
would provide a catch up on member
issues and anxieties. Members in the
main were great, supporting their
communities and understanding that
officers were being pulled in many
directions. By midnight I would have
dealt with the main emails and would
grab a few hours sleep.
Not knowing when the phone is
going to ring is the key aspect that
gnaws at you. Any noise in the room
and you can’t get back to sleep.
One night the phone went off at
2am: ‘Elland Bridge was collapsing’.
In the adrenaline rush I got up to
leave, but then I had to stop because
I realised I had a few glasses of wine
during the evening and was not fit to
drive.
Your first instinct is to go out but
at that point you are the last person
they need,. That is a key lesson in
emergency work – yes you can
personally do a lot, but are there others
who are better able to be deployed?
It is important at times like this
that you have your network of friends

and colleagues for support because
you don’t realise the kind of mistakes
you might be making associated with
16-18-hour days. It is a compound
effect; if you get into a second week
problems can happen.
Calderdale MBC set up community hubs in different local areas
based on knowledge from previous
flooding events, with council staff and
volunteers supporting.
By day three Merran and Mark
focused on the network of council
staff in the community hubs. Flood
groups had been established after the
2012 floods led by local community
leaders and they have shown their
mettle since Boxing Day.
To date they have achieved £750k
of community investment in flood
relief – government will match
this fund pound for pound. Add
in another £100m of insurance
payouts and £20m from the DCLG
and things might then get back to
normality.
In some respects we found
Facebook was faster than our lines of
communication. I had experience of
previous civil emergencies in aviation
and it was all about maintaining
secrecy. Things have changed!
Social media needs to be on the
big screen as events play out blow-byblow – especially when phone lines
are crammed.
The first opportunity I had to get
out from my bunker and visit the
affected areas was week two when

DfT’s Steve Berry came to the North
to take stock.
It was stark seeing those
communities, tasting damp across
the towns. Entire communities
smelled like nasty student digs. I was
working 18 hours a day in my bunker
but these people were living without
power communication, shops,
running water.
There were thousands left
homeless. A lot of people were
evacuated to leisure centres, schools,
town halls and civic buildings.
After a while, people moved back
into their properties but they were
not connected to gas, water, power
or communications. They moved
back in and ‘grinned and beared it’.
There were 10,000 people affected.
In all that mess of dirty water, mud,
sewage there have been outbreaks of
sickness. Public health duties now sit
with local authorities and Calderdale’s
director of public health was there as
part of the emergency response.
I have to give credit to all the
council staff and the community. It
has been a nerve-wracking, heartwringing honour to work with them
through this. For three weeks I
unashamedly neglected my family.
As we move into rebuilding we are
the first council to get well under way
with emergency structures. How can
we better equip ourselves? 3D walkthrough models, ‘live and dynamic’
flood sensors, 69p app variants that
are cheap cheerful and everywhere
as well as group texting messaging
across highways.
Equally, fibre optics, which
currently hang from the canals and
collapsed bridges, and serve the
UK data hub for certain banking
giants need to be better mapped and
measured.
Key triggers – water marks or
Twitter feeds – need to alert more staff
who can be automatically dispatched
to the call centres and local lock-ups
with emergency gear.
This is likely to happen again,
hopefully not in Calderdale, and
certainly not this year as we prepare
for a busy tourist season ahead.
• John Lamb is an interim director and
consultant. He is a member of ADEPT’s
transport board and is junior vice
president of the Local Government
Technical Advisory Group (TAG). He
joined Calderdale MBC in July 2015 as
(interim) chief officer for highways and
transport

